Volunteer Manual
Children’s Program
&
“Heroes on Horseback” Veteran’s Program
Dear Volunteers,
Welcome to the Majestic Hills Ranch (MHR) volunteer training
program. Working with other volunteers, you will make it possible
for us to provide safe and enjoyable therapeutic riding to children &
young adults with disabilities and for injured Veterans who are in
rehabilitation.
In this manual you will find information pertinent to your work as a
volunteer. It is meant to be a supplement to orientation and
training, not a substitution. The techniques described have been
developed over time and are, to date, the most effective for our
purposes.
We have learned over the years that volunteers are the strength of
our programs. Our goal is to have a core group of experienced
volunteers to which we can add new individuals. We think that this
will enable us to share the therapeutic riding world with the broader
community while maintaining stability and consistency for our
students / riders.
Please take the time to look through this manual and join us in our
efforts to evolve as a premier riding facility. We greatly appreciate
your interest and time. We couldn’t do it without you.

Thank You!

CHILDREN’S PROGRAM
OUR MISSION:
To provide children & young adults with special needs the opportunity to
achieve a sense of freedom, accomplishment, and self-esteem while giving
their families hope.

OUR GOALS:
 To build on a rider’s strengths to realize their full potential.
 To treat each child, young adult, and family member with grace and
dignity.
 To create a safe and respectful environment that encourages family
members to become involved in the rider’s therapeutic riding.
 To provide a space where children & young adults with special needs and
their families can have fun together.
 To reach out to children & young adults who have experienced physical
abuse and neglect.

“HEROES ON HORSEBACK” VETERAN’S PROGRAM
OUR MISSION:
To enrich and enhance the lives of Armed Forces Personnel, whether
Active or Veteran, with special needs and their families by engaging them in
a variety of recreational and therapeutic equestrian activities designed to
promote and improve their physical, mental, and social well being.

OUR PHILOSOPHY:
The Heroes on Horseback Program has been developed in response to the
growing demand to serve Armed Forces Personnel, whether Active or
Veteran, in a safe, nurturing, inclusive setting. We believe that there are no
disabilities – there are only different riding abilities.

OUR GOALS:
 Creating a safe, nurturing, and respectful environment that encourages
participation.
 Building on each person’s strengths to help them realize their full
potential.
 Reaching out to veterans with special needs and their families.
 Promoting a variety of equine-related activities that will help ease veterans
and their families through transitions whether that means transitioning
within the service, back to civilian and family life, or rehabilitating from war
related injuries.
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WHY THE HORSE?
As taken from the PATH Intl. (Professional Association of Therapeutic
Horsemanship, International.) website, therapeutic riding is described as
follows:
“Therapeutic riding uses equine-assisted activities for the purpose of
contributing positively to cognitive, physical, emotional and social
well-being of people with disabilities. Therapeutic riding provides benefits
in the areas of therapy, education, sport, and recreation & leisure.
Throughout the world, there are thousands of individuals with special
needs who experience the rewarding benefits of horseback riding. A
disability does not have to limit a person from riding horses. In fact,
experiencing the motion of a horse can be very therapeutic. Because
horseback riding rhythmically moves the rider's body in a manner similar to
a human gait, riders with physical disabilities often show improvement in
flexibility, balance and muscle strength. In addition to the therapeutic
benefits, horseback riding also provides recreational opportunities for
individuals with disabilities to enjoy the outdoors.”

At one time, therapeutic riding was the catch-all term for any horse activity
done with a person with disabilities. Now each type of activity is
individualized and named. Below is a listing of the most common activities.
Therapeutic Riding—An adapted horseback riding lesson for people that
are interested in progressing their skills at riding. These classes are
adapted by gear or content, depending on the need of the rider. Classes at
MHR have a leader for each rider’s horse and one to two volunteers
walking along side for support.
Other terms:
Carriage Driving—Utilizing a specially designed carriage, this offers people
that do not want to ride or cannot ride due to physical limitations (ie. some
spinal injuries, etc) the ability to work with horses in a social setting.
Carriage driving strengthens core muscles and arm muscles while mentally
challenging the driver.
Equine Assisted Growth and Learning (EAGaL) - This is interaction
between horse and people to accomplish a set task. It may be one person
interacting with several horses or several people interacting with one
horse. Each group works with an experienced horse person and a licensed
therapist, they are given a task to complete (e.g. moving the horse from
point “A” to point “B”), and then they discuss how they feel they did and
how it made them assess themselves.
Hippotherapy—Occupational, physical or speech therapy using the horse
as a therapy tool. The horse is used in the same was a moving table or
swing might be used, and riding skills are not typically addressed.
Vaulting—This sport is gymnastics done on horseback. Typically a group
works together with one horse, which is “lunged” by a volunteer. This horse
is trained to keep the same speed and the same size circle, while the
instructor works with the rider on the horse.
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A LITTLE HISTORY AND SOME BACKGROUND
MHR is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit, tax-exempt organization that provides
reputable, safe, and enjoyable therapeutic riding to children & young adults
with special needs and to Veterans that are in rehabilitation or are disabled
through service.
Jackie, the granddaughter of the Foundation’s Chair Kim Howard, was born
with Recurrent Respiratory Papillomas – a horrible disease of the airway.
Her life expectancy was, at best, three to four years. She was a fighter
even when, at 6 years old, they diagnosed lung cancer and operated to
remove the lower right lobe of her lung. She then went on various chemo
treatments which disabled her greatly. Jackie could no longer walk or lift
her legs; she ached all over. It was then that Kim Howard thought of
therapeutic horse riding to loosen her muscles; none of the other therapies
had worked. Once Jackie was placed on the horse, she was again smiling,
and even seemed to forget the pain and her disability while riding. It only
took about four weeks and Jackie was not only walking, giggling, dancing,
and roller skating down the street, she was riding every day and gaining
more confidence and strength than ever! Yes, Jackie’s life was short – she
passed at 19 years of age from lung cancer, but she enjoyed her years
immensely and lived life to the fullest.
Having experienced the benefits of riding therapy first hand with Jackie,
and seeing the amazing results physically, emotionally, and socially, Kim
Howard decided to create the same advantage for other children who face
difficult challenges. Majestic Hills Ranch, named for its 105 acres of
beautiful rolling hills, was purchased in 1997. In 1998, a Board was formed,
and MHR was now a reality. In 1999, MHR was granted its nonprofit status.
Throughout the years, the generous support of various foundations,
companies, and individuals has allowed the ranch to expand from the
original, single 10-stall barn to what it is now. The fenced-in, outdoor
riding arena has a wheelchair ramp and seating for parents and siblings, all
adjacent to the parking lot. There is also a picnic area, bonfire pit, hay
wagon that can accommodate wheelchairs, and a small petting zoo. In
2010, a second outdoor arena was added for an advanced riding program
for children and young adults to learn independent riding skills. MHR works
to involve the entire family in the rider's time at the ranch and to make the
experience as enjoyable as
possible. In the words of one
parent, “It doesn’t seem like
therapy; it’s just plain fun.” For
the participant's and their family
members, it is a place to talk
with others in similar situations,
to relax, and build camaraderie.
For the siblings, the petting zoo
offers the chance to interact
with cats, goats, & chickens.
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THE “HEROES ON HORSEBACK” PROGRAM
In 2010, MHR started a pilot program, which the Board decided to call
“Heroes on Horseback,” which utilized therapeutic horseback riding for
military veterans from the VA Hospital and local Veteran’s homes.
The success of this program lead MHR to expand it into a regularly
scheduled program.

VOLUNTEERING AT MAJESTIC HILLS RANCH
Volunteers are indispensable at all levels of the MHR organization. They
are our instructors, assistant instructors, leaders, sidewalkers, grooms, tack
cleaners, office support, recruiters, fund-raisers, etc. All volunteers need not
be equine oriented.
New volunteers are required to attend a Volunteer Orientation session to
educate them to the many aspects of their role with the programs. They will
be shown a short video presentation of a program in action, followed by an
orientation to the facility, therapeutic riding and the population the program
serves. A hands on training will be provided if weather is permitting.
Without the volunteers’ time, dedication, and enthusiasm, our therapeutic
riding program could not operate. Most everyone readily agrees that they
gain as much (or more) than they give. Our volunteers work hard to assure
the well being and safety of everyone involved in our therapeutic programs
– humans and horses. Our volunteers are the heart of our program.

POLICIES & PROCEDURES
VOLUNTEER REQUIREMENTS:
 Minimum: 16 years old (14 years old with a parent / guardian / older
sibling also volunteering.)
 A desire to assist physically, emotionally, and mentally challenged riders.
 Able to attend an orientation/training session.
 Willing to make a commitment to regular attendance at a pre-determined
number of sessions.
 Comfortable around horses – it’s not necessary to have a high level of
horsemanship skills.
 A reasonable level of physical fitness – horse leaders and sidewalkers
need to be able to walk in sand for an hour at a time.
 Sidewalkers for the Veteran’s program need to be at least 20 years old
and physically able to aid a full-grown man or woman who may lose his or
her balance while riding. This may include an emergency dismount from
the horse.
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ARRIVAL AND SIGN IN
We ask class volunteers to arrive at least 15 minutes BEFORE the start of
class if you are a sidewalker and 30 minutes BEFORE if you are a horse
leader. And, please plan to stay 15 minutes after the end of class. Make
sure to check in every week and mark the days you will be out in the future.

COMMITMENT AND AVAILABILITY
The equine assisted therapy programs at MHR would not exist without our
volunteers. Adequate support is a critical ingredient to achieving this goal.
We therefore request that volunteers directly involved with our riding
program (horse leaders and sidewalkers) be willing to commit to a morning
or evening block of time for our classes. This is typically 4 hours in the
morning or 4.5 hours in the evening for classes. We will always try to match
the same riders up with the volunteers (and horse) so we have a cohesive
team.

CANCELLATIONS
A volunteer’s role is critical to the success of our program and ultimately our
riders. As part of a volunteer’s commitment we ask that he or she reserve
cancellations for emergencies. Volunteers contribution to rider safety cannot
be overstated. If a volunteer must cancel, he or she should contact Kris
Zieska (Children’s program) at 952-426-5688 or Veteran’s Program Director
at 612-759-1840 as soon as possible so that a replacement can be found.
In the event that a class is canceled, we will do everything we can to
contact you in advance via phone and email so it is vital that we have all
your contact information on file.

WHAT TO WEAR
 For safety, as well as comfort, volunteers should dress in close-fitting
(but not overly tight or constricting) clothing. Loose, floppy clothing can
get caught and tangled with equipment.
 Wearing long pants (preferably jeans) are requested of horse leaders, it
is also recommended for sidewalkers to protect from insect bites.
 Dress in layers that you can shed as you exercise, especially during
cooler months. Bring a jacket, even if you don’t need it in town.
 During the summer, be sure you dress coolly and wear a hat that will not
fly off. Sunglasses are a plus on sunny days and sunscreen is
recommended.
 You will be doing a lot of walking, and maybe even jogging, on sandy
uneven terrain, so comfortable shoes are important. It hurts when a
horse steps on your foot, so make sure your footwear is sturdy as well.
You must wear close toed and heeled shoes. (No sandals or clogs.)
 Avoid dangly earring and bracelets that can hamper your movements or
may get pulled off by a rider, or distract the horse.
 Perfume can be distracting to horses and riders and may attract
insects.
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TOBACCO, ALCOHOL, DRUG AND WEAPON POLICY
 No Smoking in the barn or lounge. MHR asks that you limit your
smoking to inside your vehicle or on the deck next to the lounge.
Please dispose of all butts in the appropriate receptacle after make sure
it has been properly extinguished. NEVER smoke near the hay barn or
small arena.
 We have a no-tolerance policy with regards to alcohol and drugs.
Staff reserves the right to ask a volunteer to leave the premises if
alcohol consumption or drug use is suspected.
 MHR does NOT allow weapons of any sort on the property.

COMMUNICATION & CONFIDENTIALITY POLICY
It is important that volunteers understand that the instructor’s goal is to offer
the best possible riding experience for each student. Because we believe it
is important to develop and maintain a relationship of mutual respect,
volunteers must understand and respect the fact that the instructor is in
charge of the class and it’s environment. If you have a concern about a
rider that is immediate, do so during class—otherwise wait to speak with the
instructor afterwards.
Staff and volunteers are expected to respect the trust placed in us by our
clients and/or parents. The professional relationship between MHR and our
clients requires there be no disclosure of any information about an individual
client, without proper authorization. Out of respect for the students who ride
at MHR, we require that you keep all information confidential.

CONDUCT AND BEHAVIOR
 All volunteers are expected to set a good example for the students.
Inappropriate language or behavior is not acceptable. As volunteers, you
are representatives of our organization.
 If you are subject to any type of inappropriate behavior by a student,
please do not approach the individual. Notify staff immediately.
 Please inform staff immediately of any concerns regarding the behavior
of program horses such as an injury to the horse, or actions such as
biting or kicking, etc.

SAFETY
Safety is our first concern at MHR.
 Volunteers are taught emergency procedures and accident prevention
measures.
 We will teach you to understand a horse’s body language, how to handle
horses in different situations (such as shying or kicking) and proper
safety procedures.
 Any health condition which may affect your ability to assist others should
be noted in your emergency medical form (i.e. limited mobility, hearing
loss etc.) and your instructor informed, so that they can make sure the
position they assign is best suited to your ability.
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VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES
Whether you are able to devote one hour or ten hours per week, your time
and energy will always be greatly appreciated. Assistance is needed in all
aspects of our programs.
Lesson Volunteers assist in preparing horses for lessons (grooming and
tacking), leading horses, or sidewalking riders during class. These are the
majority of the volunteers in our program.
 Lesson Volunteers must be able to walk in sand for an hour at a time.
 Horse leaders need to have a background in handling horses. They have
to feel confident working with them and be knowledgeable of horse body
language, so that they can predict behaviors.
 Sidewalkers have to not fear horses and need to enjoy working with
children, young adults and military personnel with disabilities or injuries.
The instructor will give any specific instructions needed for each rider.
 All leaders and sidewalkers will get training on handling the horses in
class as well as what to do in the event of an emergency.
 All horse leader and sidewalkers for the “Heroes on Horseback” program,
whether military or not, need to be able to handle the body weight of a
grown man or woman in an emergency dismount. Wounded service
members are adults and can be challenging for mounting/dismounting
and emergency dismounts. Appropriately trained volunteers need to be
available during lessons.
 Horse Leaders and Sidewalkers for the “Heroes on Horseback” program
will receive special briefings for working with the recently wounded military
members.
Petting Zoo Mentor works with the petting zoo animals, making sure that
riders and their families interact safely with them. Interested volunteers will
get additional training in handling all of the animals.
Grooming and Tacking Volunteers (Barn Aids) groom & tack horses and
may help riders to groom their horses. Horse experience is required.
Ranch Volunteers assist the ranch manager with facility repairs and
grounds maintenance. These volunteers report directly to the manager.
Teaching Assistants are volunteers that have an interest in becoming a
PATH Intl. certified instructor. They help the instructor during the class with
whatever task is needed, help the riders mount before class and dismount
after class, and eventually take over the teaching of the class. Horse
experience is needed, teaching experience is desired, and additional
tutorials need to be attended.
Office Volunteers provide support by assisting with the phone inquiries, data
entry, filing, mailings and other general office duties.
Special Events & Fundraising Volunteers assist with the coordination and
planning of various special events.
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THE HORSE LEADER
The responsibility of a horse leader is to control the horse at all times. For
this reason, a leader should be someone with considerable experience in
horsemanship.




A leader is required for each and every rider until he or she is fully
capable of controlling their horse independently.
Along with individual goals, our goal is to allow the rider to be as
independent as possible.
Although the leader is responsible for guiding the horse, stopping,
and starting, the leader should allow the rider to do as much of this
as possible—assisting only when necessary.

THE BASICS OF LEADING A HORSE










The Horse Leader usually stands on the left (near) side of the horse,
next to the horse’s poll (between the head and the shoulder).
Holds the lead rope, six to eight inches from the horse’s head, in the
hand that is closest to the horse. The remaining rope is folded, not
looped, and held in the free hand. Be careful not to allow the lead rope
to drag on the ground or to be looped around the your hand. Never
wrap a lead rope around your hand, wrist, or body. Never put a lead
rope over your shoulder or around your neck.
Walk beside the horse when leading, not ahead or behind them.
Position yourself between withers and head.
Pet a horse on their shoulder and neck, not on their nose. This may
cause the horse to pull back or be otherwise startled.
If a horse pulls back, step back with them rather than pull against them.
Pulling the horse at a 45° angle will get them going again. You weigh a
lot less than any horse so you cannot out-pull them.
When the horse is stopped for more than a second or two, the leader
should stand in front of the horse. The lead rope is held folded in one
hand and the sides of the bit or halter are held gently with both hands to
prevent the horse from moving forward. Do not hold the bit or halter too
strongly, or the horse will resist and start to pull its head back or move
around. You can calm the horse by holding the halter with one hand
and stroking the horse below the forelock (on the forehead) with the
other hand.
When a rider is mounting at the mounting ramp or block, lead the horse
to the start of the ramp, then move to the front of the horse and walk
backward into the ramp corridor, leading the horse as close to the ramp
as possible. Remain standing in front of the horse to keep them as still
as possible during the mounting.
This is the most dangerous part of riding the horse.
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Walking the horse - Walk next to the horse’s neck, between the horse’s
head and shoulder. DO NOT drag the horse or walk ahead of it. If
necessary, slow your speed to that of the other horses. The sidewalker
can gently prod the horse on the barrel to encourage a faster pace. If
the horse is walking too fast, a gentle tug on the lead rope will slow it
down. If you need help with a horse, please ask the instructor or
teaching assistant for guidance.
Trotting the horse - After the rider cues the horse to trot, gently tug the
lead rope and move into a gentle trot (not a run) next to the horse.
Remain alongside the horse’s neck during the trot. Control the speed
with a tug backwards on the rope if the horse goes too fast.
Pay attention to the instructor at all times. It is important that you refrain
from too much conversation when leading, as this will interfere with
your knowing what is going on. The instructor will tell the riders to walk,
trot, turn right or left or halt. The leader needs to hear these commands
so as not to interfere with the rider’s efforts, and to supplement them
(the rider’s efforts) if needed.
Be aware of other horses in the arena, and do not let the horse you are
leading approach another horse too closely. There should be a
two-horse distance between riders at all times. Make sure when you
pass a horse that you are aware of the other horse so you do not “cut”
someone off. The horses must NEVER be allowed to put their noses
together.
If the horse rears up, release the hand closest to the halter so you can
stay on the ground. Do not be distracted. Watch where you are going
and watch the student as well.
If a rider should fall, the leader is responsible for the horse ONLY. Keep
the horse calm and move it away from the fallen rider. Stay with the
horse. The instructor (and that rider’s sidewalkers) will take care of the
fallen rider.

THE SIDEWALKER
The responsibility of the sidewalker, first and foremost, is the safety of the
rider. The sidewalker walks next to the rider’s leg and helps to support the
rider’s balance if necessary. Sidewalkers assist the riders to the
degree necessary, and the Instructor will inform the sidewalkers if they
need to use a support hold.

THREE SUPPORTS USED BY SIDEWALKERS
THE ARM-OVER-THIGH SUPPORT



This is the most common support and the one used in any emergency.
This position provides support for the rider without interfering with the
rider’s trunk control, allowing the rider to build up strong trunk support.
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Facing toward the rider’s head, the hand closest to the horse holds the
front of the saddle, with the arm resting lightly across the rider’s thigh.
In the event that the rider slips, a gentle downward pressure with that
arm will support the rider in place.

THE CRUTCH SUPPORT




This is used for riders who have little or no upper body control.
Facing the front of the horse, the hand closest to the horse forms a
crutch under the armpit of the rider, with the thumb in front of the
shoulder and the fingers behind it.
Depending on the rider, it may be possible to rest the elbow on the
saddle to increase the support and help prevent fatigue on the
volunteer’s part. Never allow your elbow to dig into the horse, though.

THE ANKLE SUPPORT






This is the least restrictive form of support, allowing the rider to use all
muscles to provide his or her own support.
The hand closest to the horse encircles the rider’s ankle lightly. DO
NOT keep constant pressure downward on the ankle.
In the event that the rider slips, a light tug will bring the rider back into
alignment with the saddle. DO NOT yank on the ankle.
If the rider loses balance forward, the sidewalker gently moves the leg
forward to counterbalance the rider.
If the rider loses balance backward, gently moving the leg backward will
also counterbalance the rider.

THE BASICS OF SIDEWALKING
Sidewalkers may need to change sides as their support arm is likely to get
tired.





If one of the sidewalkers needs to change sides, he or she will ask the
leader to stop, and tell the other sidewalker that they need to change
sides.
The sidewalker making the request will ask the other sidewalker to
support the rider as he or she moves to the other side, around the front
of the horse.
Now it’s safe to take the support position on the new side and support
the rider while the other sidewalker moves to the opposite side, around
the front of the horse.
When the other sidewalker has indicated that she or he is ready, they
will inform the leader that it is safe to resume walking.

TROTTING:
At the trot, the sidewalkers must trot alongside the rider at the rider’s leg.
 If providing support, use the arm-over-thigh position, holding firmly to
the front of the saddle.
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Additional support may be provided by gentle downward pressure on
the rider’s ankle with your free hand.
Riders using the crutch support should not trot.

IF A RIDER STARTS TO FALL…








Slow the horse’s speed (from trot to walk, from walk to stop.)
If possible, allow the rider to correct their position on their own, giving
corrections or cues as needed.
Give support to the side that they are coming to and gently try to move
them back to center.
If the sidewalker is unable to assist the rider back into the center and
the rider is going to come off, the next best thing to do is to do an
emergency dismount, as described later in this manual.
Once a rider has been dismounted, the sidewalkers will stay with the
rider while the horse leader moves the horse out of the way.
DO NOT attempt to help the rider stand if they are on the ground – this
is the responsibility of the instructor.
Be prepared help at the direction of the instructor.

OTHER RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE SIDEWALKERS INCLUDE:







Encouraging the rider to pay attention to the instructor.
Helping the rider to follow directions.
Showing the rider which side is right and left.
Assisting in games.
Demonstrating to the rider where to place their legs and how to keep
their heels down.
Encouraging the horse to keep moving (by gently prodding the horse in
the side with the rider’s heels) and providing encouragement and
enthusiasm for the rider’s efforts.

IT IS IMPORTANT THAT THE SIDEWALKERS:




Pay attention to the instructor at all times.
Have NO conversations when instructions are being given.
Reinforce, but do not teach, so restrain the urge to tell the rider what to
do and how to do it unless the instructor tells you to do so.
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MOUNTING
Mounting a horse may be done either from a mounting block or ramp
depending on the rider. This procedure requires two to three volunteers and
the instructor: one to lead the horse and a helper volunteer to assist the
rider on the right side while the instructor mounts the rider from the left.
The third volunteer may be needed if the rider is in need of a total lift onto
the horse from a wheelchair.
Mounting is the most dangerous part of horseback riding.
If a horse moves, a rider can get trapped between the horse and
the mounting block or ramp, which could severely injured them.
Make sure the instructor is ALWAYS present for mounting.

MOUNTING FROM THE GROUND WITH A MOUNTING BLOCK:
 The leader will make the horse stops and stands still. The leader must
stand in front of horse to keep horse from walking forward.
 The instructor will position the mounting block on left side of horse and
will then help the rider onto the block.
 The instructor will help the rider put their left foot into left stirrup and help
the rider swing their right foot/leg over horse.
 The off-side volunteer will hold the stirrup on the right side so that the
saddle does not slide and then will help the rider find the stirrup on right
side of horse.
 Both will make sure the rider is seated well. The near side volunteer will
come and take the instructor’s place on the rider’s left side (if the rider
has 2 volunteers sidewalking.)
 Now wait for direction from instructor before moving the horse and rider.
 Have the rider cue the horse forward. We ask our riders to use verbal
cues such as “walk on…” if possible or hand signals and adaptive moves
as cues, so that everyone knows the horse is to move.

MOUNTING FROM A RAMP OR HYDRAULIC LIFT:
There are three main ways to mount a rider onto a horse from a ramp or
hydraulic lift depending entirely on the rider’s mobility.
1. Regular mount—Just the same as using a mounting block from the
ground, except the ramp or lift gets them to an easier height to mount
from. This is how a majority of our riders get onto their horses.
2. Crest mount from braces, a walker, or wheelchair where the rider can
bear weight on their legs at least a little—This is a mount where the rider
sits on the horse like it were a chair and the instructor and volunteers
help the rider turn forwards by bringing the right leg over the horses
neck. The leader needs to keep the horse still with their head low so that
the rider can assist with the mount as much as possible.
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3. Full lift from a wheelchair—This mount is for riders that cannot weight
bear on their legs, the instructor and a third volunteer lifts the rider out of
the chair and puts both of the rider’s legs over the horse so that they are
sitting sideways on the horse with the legs off the right side. The rider is
then helped to do a crest mount as listed above only with the left leg
going over the horse’s neck.
All of these mounts, especially the second and third,
MUST be supervised or performed by the instructor.

LEADER’S RESPONSIBILITY DURING MOUNTING:
 The leader moves the horse to towards the block, stopping for the
instructor, teaching assistant, or barn aide to check over the horse and to
tighten the girth. Leaders do not tighten girths, for the Instructor or
Teaching Assistant needs to check over the tack before mounting a rider.
 When requested by the instructor, lead the horse to the edge of the ramp
or lift, stop and step in front of the horse, and then back into the mounting
area one step at a time. You will need to get the horse as close to the
rider as possible without letting him run into the edge of the mounting
area. To get the horse to move slowly, each horse has been trained to
the command of “step” to move one foot at a time.
 Once you are in the correct spot stop the horse and tell them to “stand.”
Hold onto the halter, while watching the horse to make sure it is
comfortable with the mounting of the rider. If at any point you notice that
the horse is getting nervous or concerned, make sure to alert the
instructor right away.
 If the rider uses a crest mount, encourage the horse to drop their head if
possible (not all horses will do this.)
 When the rider is firmly seated in the saddle or on their pad, wait for the
instructor to give the go ahead and then wait for the rider’s cue to move.
The rider may use a verbal or non-verbal cue. Once they cue, move out
of the mounting area as straight as possible.

SIDEWALKER’S RESPONSIBILITY DURING MOUNTING:
 The sidewalker will stand with the rider on the mounting block area,
waiting for their turn to mount. When it is time and their horse is entering
the mounting area, the sidewalker brings the rider to the instructor. If
there are two sidewalkers working with a rider, the sidewalker to work on
the left side brings the rider to the instructor and then goes around to
stand by the horse leader while the right side sidewalker helps the
instructor with mounting the rider on the off side.
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 During a regular mount, the right sidewalker just assists the rider’s leg
over (if they need it) and then helps them find their balanced seat on the
pad or saddle. If the rider has stirrups, the volunteer helps them get the
foot into the correct position.
 If the rider needs to do a crest mount, the right sidewalker will help anchor
the rider’s hips when they sit down. When the instructor leans the rider
back to bring the right leg over the neck, the volunteer needs to help
support the back and then guild the right leg over the horse’s neck and
then down into position. If the rider is too tight in their lower body to put
their leg into the correct
position, the right sidewalker will help stabilize
the rider until they can
make that move.
 If the rider needs to have
a full lift from a wheelchair, the right sidewalker
will help guide the legs
over the horse until the
rider is seated on the
horse facing them. They will then help the instructor move the rider so
that they can do a crest mount with their left leg going over the horse’s
neck and into position.
 The instructor will guide all volunteers with how a rider needs to mount
and what assistance they will need to give the rider.

DISMOUNTING
 The rider will dismount to the ground. Rarely will the instructor dismount
to the mounting block, ramp, or hydraulic lift.
 Dismounts require two volunteers and the instructor: one volunteer to hold
the horse and one to help the instructor and rider.
 The leader must stand in front of horse to ensure they will not move
forward.
 The instructor will dismount the rider. Most dismounts will be just
instructing the rider how to move to get off the horse, but for riders with
walkers or wheelchairs, the rider may need to do a crest dismount. This
mirrors the mounting as previously described, except the instructor will
have them turn onto their stomach and then gently slide down to the
ground (unless they have a feeding tube—then they turn to their side.)
Usually another volunteer or the parent will bring the walker or wheelchair
close to the gate for easy access.
 The leader must stay with the horse until the rider and sidewalker(s) have
left the arena. Once they have left, the leader can bring the horses out.
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THE EMERGENCY DISMOUNT
 If you are leading a horse other than the horse involved in the
emergency, halt (stop) your horse and stand in front of it while facing it, if
it appears to be safe to do so. With an overly frightened horse
modifications to this procedure may be necessary to ensure safety. You
may have to quietly move away from the scene of the emergency to a
safe area as long as you, the rider and attending sidewalkers are able.
You should stop and wait for instructions.
 If you are sidewalking a horse other than the horse involved in the
emergency, apply the “arm over thigh” hold, monitor your rider, and
communicate quietly the rider’s needs to the leader and/or the other
sidewalkers. Try to keep the rider calm.
 If you are leading a horse that becomes involved in an emergency, try to
stop the horse. Often, if the horse is not moving at great speed, it helps to
turn into an area wall or a fence, provided the fence is tall and strong. It is
not safe to do this with wire fencing. Once the horse has been stopped,
stand in front and face the horse, if it is safe to do so. Otherwise, modify
your position for safety.
 If you are sidewalking a horse that becomes involved in an emergency,
try to stabilize the rider using the “arm over thigh” hold. If the rider slides
toward you try to push him/her back to midline. If the rider slides away
from you encourage the other sidewalkers to push the rider back toward
you. Try not to pull the rider back into midline.
 If an emergency dismount becomes necessary the leader should hold
the horse at a halt until the rider is fully clear of the horse and equipment.
The sidewalker that the rider is falling away from should remove the
stirrup and reins from the rider. The sidewalker toward whom the rider is
falling should remove the stirrup then hug the rider around the waist or
trunk under the arms, and pull the rider off and away from the horse.
 If the sidewalker feels she cannot bear the full weight of the descending
rider, a controlled fall can be initiated, taking care to protect the rider’s
and sidewalker’s heads and to roll with the fall as much as possible. It is
important that the sidewalker breaks the rider’s fall.
 Once the rider has dismounted, the leader should move the horse away
to a safe distance, then halt and await instructions.
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ACCIDENTS & MOUNTED EMERGENCIES
SPOOKED HORSE
 Should a horse become frightened or overly nervous sidewalkers are to
apply “arm over thigh” support to the rider.
 The horse leader should attempt to halt the horse and head it off. The
horse leader must always stay with the horse and be aware that the horse
may move quickly forward or side step in either direction.
 As the horse moves, sidewalkers need to continue their support of the
rider, staying close to the horse’s side as it moves.
 Follow directions from the instructor.

LOOSE HORSE
It may be necessary at times to retrieve a loose horse from the facility
grounds, the barn, or the arena.
 Only one person at a time should attempt to retrieve the loose horse,
preferably the horse owner or ranch manger. If needed, the instructor or
barn aide will try to catch the horse first and may ask for help. To do so,
please use a quiet voice to speak to the horse as you approach it from the
side.
 If a horse is loose around the facility grounds: Get all riders and family
members to one area, away from the loose horse. If program horses are
out, make sure they are removed from where the riders are, in case the
loose horse joins them. If you are asked to help, a small amount of feed in
a bucket may be used to encourage the horse to come; when sufficiently
close, place a lead rope around the horse’s neck and halter it. Do not
chase the horse.
 If a horse is loose in the barn: students should be brought to a safe area;
all horses should be removed from cross ties and all doors should be
closed; then attempt to herd the loose horse into an empty stall.
 If a horse is loose in the arena while a lesson is in progress: all activity
must immediately stop; Horse leaders should halt and move their horses
to an area where the loose horse can move past freely, while sidewalkers
apply “arm over thigh” support for their rider; the instructor and horse
leader will catch the horse.

EMERGENCY INFORMATION FOR THE RANCH
IS LOCATED NEXT TO THE PHONE IN THE LOUNGE.
FIRST AID KIT FOR PEOPLE IS NEXT TO THE
REFRIGERATOR ON TOP OF THE BLACK FILING CABINET.
FIRST AID KIT FOR HORSES LOCATED ON NORTH WALL OF
LOUNGE IN THE UPPER CUPBOARD.
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FALLEN RIDER OR MEDICAL EMERGENCY
Should a rider fall from a horse, anyone become injured, or have a medical
emergency during a session:
 All activity should stop.
 The instructor is responsible for managing the incident including applying
any necessary first aid.
 Designated volunteers may be asked to assist by retrieving a first aid kit,
calling for emergency medical assistance
(911), or locating the injured person’s
emergency medical form (located in the 3ring binder marked “Emergency Forms” in
the office on the filing cabinet).
 The horse leaders will move their horses
away from the rider, and then halt them.
 Sidewalkers of the fallen rider should remain
with them until told otherwise.
 All other sidewalkers are to apply “arm over
thigh” support and stay with their riders,
awaiting further direction from the instructor.
 No one should enter or leave the arena
without specific direction.

Modeling “arm over thigh” hold

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE TRAINING & REHEARSAL
The first night of class each session shall have an emergency procedure
rehearsal. This will include:
An emergency dismount of all or one rider at the end of class.
 Ask all parents and caregivers to stay for the rehearsal
 Be sure to explain to the rider what is happening
 Do not have the volunteers pull a rider off the horse (However
you can talk about what to do if this is necessary)
 The dismount should include:
 Take feet out of stirrups (if applicable)
 How to decide which way the rider will come off
 The Instructor dismounting the rider
 What the leaders / sidewalkers / other riders do if the
rider is on the ground
Discuss where a working phone is located
Discuss where the first aid supplies are kept
Discuss severe weather evacuation procedures
Discuss the evacuation of the barn in case of fire
Discuss where the participants may and may not go on the property.
Ask participants if they have any questions about this
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FIRE PROCEDURE
If a fire breaks out in the barn, a number of things need to happen
simultaneously. To begin, notify the instructor or ranch manager
immediately. Evacuation of the barn will then begin, except for those
personnel that have been assigned duties to deal with the fire.
Riders and their families are requested to leave the barn immediately.
Sidewalkers are requested to be with their assigned rider’s family and go to
the patio area north of the arena. This will be everyone’s designated
meeting area.
If class is in session, the riders will be dismounted and will be escorted to
their families at the patio area. Horse leaders will remove tack from the
horses and will keep them confined to the outdoor arena. Halters will be left
on the horses for ease of capture once the emergency is over. Leaders will
then proceed to the designated meeting area as described above.
The instructor will conduct a head count of riders and volunteers at the
designated meeting area and provide first aide as necessary until the arrival
of emergency response personnel.
Any volunteers not helping directly with class will assist ranch manger with
evacuation of all animals from the barn. While the animals are being
evacuated, a designated volunteer will utilize the fire extinguisher (located
in the barn aisle) and attempt to put out the fire, if this will not cause them to
be in serious danger. In the event that the fire cannot be extinguished, the
designated person is to call “9-1-1” from the lounge telephone (if safely
available) or to leave the barn and proceed to the designated meeting area
to find the instructor so that they can call on their cell phone.
Personnel may return to the barn when given the “all clear” signal from
emergency response personnel.

SEVERE WEATHER POLICY
In the interest of the safety of volunteers and riders, MHR staff is asked to
abide by the following policy in the event of severe weather or severe
weather warnings. Severe weather is recognized as flash floods, storms
with high winds and/or lightning, and tornadoes.
In the event of a severe weather warning, barn personnel will be keep the
weather channel active on the lounge TV and will watch for information. Any
remaining classes will be canceled for the evening.
When severe weather approaches during class, the instructor will have
sidewalkers dismount riders and escort them and their families to the
lounge or tack room in the barn area.
Horse leaders will remove all tack and turn horses loose in their pastures or
lead them to box stalls as the instructor directs. Leaders will then also seek
shelter with the families until the weather has dissipated.
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Contact Information:
Physical Address:

Mailing Address:

Majestic Hills Ranch
24580 Dakota Avenue
Lakeville, MN 55044
Majestic Hills Ranch
c/o Teachers on Call
3001 Metro Drive, Suite 480
Bloomington, MN 55425

Office Phone (ask for Majestic Hills Ranch)
Kris Zieska’s Cell (Children's Program)
Larry Johnson’s Cell (Veteran’s Program)
Notes:
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952-703-3719
952-426-5688
612-669-8846

